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THE CH.AIRH.ll..i\1 (Hungary): I declare open the 463rd plenary neeting of the 

Conference of the CoEJLli ttee on Disarnanent. 

2. l''Jrs. I·'iYRDAL ( S1.reden) : The debate in our Corc:u;rl ttee so far this year on 

the vital question of attaining an international ban that goes beyond the existing 

ban in the Geneva Protocol (i../7575/Rev.l, annex VI) on the use of biological and 

chenucal neans of warfare and extends to prohibitions in regard to their production, 

stockpiling, etc. has been a dynanic one. He are in the course of obtaining important 

clarifications as to several of the issues involved, technically conplicated and 

politically vexing as they are. Several delegations have offered concrete suggestions 

for solutions. I believe t.Je should push this process of clarification further before 

we settle down to try to agree on precise legal lant;uage. :,Ji th the ain of continuing 

those 11Llapping expeditions 11 ,. as I have ventured to call the preparatory -work 

(CCD/PV'.450, para.53), I intend today to d1.Jell particularly on the thorny issue of 

verification. 

3. Let r;1e say first that we nust, as always '.·!hen exploring possible nethods of 

verifying compliance ':Ji th any measures of disarma1ent, avoid the risk of setting such 

standards of perfection that the proposal is effectively killed the Eloment it is put 

forward. The najority of speakers have spoken in general ten~s of.the need for 

verification. But we r.mst surely bm.Tare of stating too categorically that· verification 

is indispensable lest progress be deadlocked. via have authoritative statements to 

prove that it is possible to forgo control, I &n thinking of the unilateral pledges 

by some nations about refraining frm:c production of certain chenical and biological 

weapons. In the case of the United States this refers to a total prohibition of 

production and stockpiling, together td th thu finE!l elir.ination of all biological 

agents and one cher,ucal type of agent -- na;.ely toxins -- Hitllout ref'erring to any 

i • need for reciprocity or verification. In the case of Canada 1:1e have an equally 

unconditional declaration of non-possession and clso the renunciation for the future 

: • of the developnent, production, acquisition or stockpiling of all biological weapons 

and all chemical ones, with a reservation concerning just one of the latter, nanely 

riot-control agents, the position of which is left unclarified (CCD/PV.460, para.37). 

No request for reciprocity or for a systen of verification is raade in this context. 
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I should add that only the fornal vri thdrawal of the reservation about retaliation 

which Canada made in regard to the use of these weapons 1.vhen ratifying the Geneva 

Protocol is raade contingent upon tho attainnent of 11 effective and verifiable agreements 11 

(ibid.). More countries nay be expected to be ready for unilateral, unconditional 

renunciation of chemical and biological raea1'ls of ·v;arfare without rP.ising the question 

of verification. It would of course be particularly \·relconed if the action taken by 

the United States were enula ted by the other naj or Pmvurs. 

4. vJhile it has thus been denonstrated that a Hide door is kept prouisingly' open 

for considerable progress by nationcl decisions to surrender unconditionally the 

right to possess cher:rl.cal. and biological t-TOapons, it nevertheless reuains the task of 

this Comni ttee to elaborate internationally-binding nul tilatercl ag.reenents, preferably 

universal in scope 8.!"1d covering all c:.gents without exception. It is within that 

franework that vre have tQ study to what degroe verification is essential and in what 

forms it 1.1ey be realistically inplenented. 

5. 1;.gain, a vmrning note nust be struck against ove;r-rGlia..rice on perfectibility. 

Or, to quote the representative of Yut~oslavia, hr. Vratu¥a: 

11If vle corapare the risk involved in iL1perfoct control 1,rith the risk involved 

in the continuc:.tion of ~vhe prese11t danger of chomical and bacteriological

(biological) v1eapons, the truth will be confirned once again that the farner' 

danger is far less than the latter." (CCD/PV.456, para.36) 

Verification can never be and need not be 100 p0r cent effective. 1tlhat is required 

is a sufficiently high probability of detection to provide deterrence on one side and 

reassurance on the other. One r.right discuss, as has been done in the SIPRI study on 

verification,~/a 50 per cent probability of detection as constituting a sufficiently 

high barrier of deterrence agc.inst cheating. Bven this figuro night, however, be 

too high to be realistic in the sonse that it uould call for nore intensive monitoring 

than is likely to be ac~optable to cJ.l prospective adherents to an ae,reenent. One 

might discuss the figure of 30 per cent or even lU per cont as constituting a 

sufficient barrier. 

6. .~'iy colleagues may ronember that in the discussion we had oarlior in this 
. . 

Co:onittee on theprobleo of verification in connexion with the conprehensive test 

ban the S1vedish delegation offered sOL1e suggestio:.<s ·for a solution based on a 

1/ The Problem of Chemical and Biological Hc..rfar(C1, part IV - Verification. 
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statistical nothod of evaluation and applying nodern decision theories. I refer 

particularly t.o t·le \•Torking paper we put 'orward in July l9C7 (.8NDC/l9l). For the 

calculations referred to in that paper we placed the disclosure probability level at 

10 per cent, r.1eaning that a prospective violator would have to face one chance in 

ten of being exposed. This level, He estimated, vJOuld be high enough 'to deter. States 

fran violations in view of the considerabla political costs involved in a disclosure. 

That figure ~oras later challenged, pa.rticulc:crly by the United States delegation, as 

being too lo-v1. I ~o;ant todey, hO\·rever, to draw attention, not so ru.uch to any specific 

percontage figure as to the scientific logic He then followed in order to show that 

the basic problem of obtaining reasonable assurance coupled with reliable deterrence 

is a cor:rrnon one which we :Jeet l![henever we try to drm; up a disarmarJ.ent or an ar:-.ls

control neasure. This is so because the essential feature is alHays a substantive 

obligation of a negative character; in the case we are nou discussing ill1 obligation 

not to develop, nanufacture or stockpile cheuical and biological neans of warfare. 

7. The main objective of any verification procedure is th£1.t it should generate 

r:mtual trust. lfuenever dealing vri th r.1atters of verification, the Swedish delegation 

has argued for the necessity of relying on two basic principles intended to create 

that nutua~ trust and make it grow, nanely (a) the principle of open information and 

(b) the principle of internationalization. 

8. A lead in the same direction, nore specifically as to the value of openness, 

has been given by President Nixon when announcing the spectacular renunciatory action 

taken last autunn, In regard to biologL~<1l ueo..pons he declared in his ste.tenent of 

25 November 1969 that the United States would confine its reser~ch in this field to 

iLmunization and safety neasures. It was also said that the nilitary research 

lab01·atories \·rould be tr~msferred to civilian agencies concernGd with research in 

such inportant peaceful fields as inmunization and protection against diseases. 

• Further, disposal of existing stocks of bacteriological weapons was promised. In 

February of this year siu.ilnr action ':lets taken in regard to toxins, raostly regarded 

as chemical ~omrfare ageats. This series of r:oasures thus announced by the United 

States uould seer11 to ensure fall openness for the future as to research, devslopnent, 

production and stockpiling in that country of biological means of warfare and of 

toxins. 
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9. The repre'sentative of Yugoslavia, Mr. VratuXa, made the suggestion in his speech 

on 10 March to 1-rhich I have already referred that all States should place their 

institutions engaged in chemical and biological weapon research, development and 

production under civilian administration, for instance by their respective ministries 

of health (CCD/PV.456, para.35). 

10. The initiative to this effect taken in the United States and sirnilar initiatives 

which have been or may be taken in other countries will become of immense importance 

for increasing the quality of life on our planet. Microbiology is a fast-gro\.ring part 

of the 11life" sciences which help us to conquer dreaded diseases. All such efforts 

are particularly important for that majority of inhabitants of the globe who live in 

so-called developing countries. The continuing fight against disease, malnhltrition 

and hunger, in which the scientists concerned with microbiology take a leading part, 

concerns those countries in a most direct way. If soen in this light, our efforts to 

stop all development for military uses of the biological agents take on their full 

meaning. And this is also true of many chemica.l agents \Jhich combat attacks by mould, 

insects and othm~ parasites on our crops and other foodstuffs and promote development 

of new means of nutrition such as proteins and vitamins. The possibilities of improving 

life would become greatly enhanced if we refrained from producing all these agents for 

the purpose of the death and destruction of man. 

11. If, as an exercise in formulating possible solutions, the Swedish delegation 

were now to attempt to sketch nn international verification system for the prohibition 

of chemical and biological >veapon production etc., we would place tbe requirement of 

open information as the first and fundamental element. But let me add immediately that 

we recognize the political difficulty of reporting on weapons, that is on chemic2.l and 

biological agents ltJhich have become 11 weaponized 11 , ready as munitions. On the other 

hand, we see great positive value in open reporting on the agents themselves. 

12. This. distinction becomes of paramount importance vJhen we have to decide on tho 

legal formulae for cur prospective prohibitory regulations. I hope my colleagues will 

agree with me that 1-1e need a kind of tvJOfold approach, as ih the non-proliferation 

Treaty where article II prohibits the acquisition of "nuclear weapons" Hhile article III 

on safeguards focusos upon 11 source or special fissionable ma_terialli (:81\DC/226 1~). The 

principal article in a treaty on chemical and biological veapons like11Jise would 

probably have to prohibit the production and possession of weapons themselves. On 

the other hand, subsidiary regulations would have ~o b9 introduced dealing with the 

" 
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production etc. of agents, possibly in some language such as nagents which constitute 

possible components of chemical and biologjcal weapons", but also with the important 

proviso in some such terms as "except for specified peaceful purposes 11 -- and I would 

like to emphasize ;: specified peaceful" purposes. Such a pattern would make it possible 

to take into consideration the distinction I advocated in my last intervention on this 

subject on 12 March bet-vmen what I called unconditional and conditional prohibition, 

the latter intended to cover the situation in regard to substances having considerable 

peaceful uses (CCD/PV.457, para.44 et seq.). The open reporting which we are 

suggesting as the basic element of verification would also be concerned with the 

agents rather than Hith weapons. 

13. In reeard to biological agents a requirement for open information could 

immediately be made all-inclusive. Fi th resem·ch and development as Hell as production 

limited to laboratory rcquircoments for protective purposes, all need for secrecy ·~-.ro1..1.ld 

seem to disappear. On the contrary, unrestricted publication of scientific and 

technical work aimed at the international community would open the benofits to the 

whole world, o.s I have just indicated. The fight against disease; h~ of un:!.versal 

interest, In perticular, countries more developed in biological science and technology 

would be given bette:.:r opportunity for sharing their results with countriE;s lacking 

comparable rc:search resourcE's. 

14. A similar course of action could be follovmd in large part in reeard to chemical 

agents. A number of these have no civilian application, including all toxins, 

most nerve agents such as tabun, sarin, somu.n; all blister agents, such as sulphur 

and nitrogen mustards; and psychochemicals such as LSD. In addition, however, certain 

other chemical agents have a wide use for both military and civilian production. 

In this latter case secrecy may be a prerequisite for profitable commercial production. 

The form and content of the information would obviously have to be different in these 

cases. 

15. I think tho advice' of experts would be needed on how such reporting as wo may 

, ~ agree upon should be detailed for different agents in both the chemic1J.l and the 

biological fields, that is in regard to transmitting publications on scientific 

research and to government notifications concc:;rning the flow of chemical ,~~nd 

biological agents from production to differont us~,s. One might possibly apply 

some relevant indicators, such as the number of personnel engaged in certain 

activities, the figuros for sal:::;s, or other measurablo factors. Several delegations 
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have already mentioned the need for eA~erts to come together to present us in tho next 

fe-v1 months with d0tailed information on various technical aspects of tho problems of 

verification. I \.rould like once again to add the voice of the .Swedish delegation to 

the support of the5e suggestions. 

16. I just said thc..t 11 open irlformation 11 seems to us to be one of the pillars of a 

verification system, the second being "internationalization". ~Jhat HG feel to bo 

strictly necessary is an obligatory international reporting systt:)m applying to both 

qualitative and quantitative factors, that is both as to new developments and as to 

bulk of productio11. To incll<.de in the text of a tr~;nty an obligation for governments 

to report continuously or periodically would seem to be essential in connexion Hith 

the prohibition, as envisaged, of the acquisition of chemical ecnd biological means of 

warfare. The doto.iled procedures, particularly r.s to how to deal vJi th "agents 

produced for specified peaceful purposes", might be laid doun in an accompanying 

protocol annexed to the treaty, both because various agents'have to be treated 

differently -- the demarcation line, howevGr, not lying entirely betwoE,n chemical and 

biological agents as separate categories-- and·because expectations of tochnological 

changes call for a: type of agreemE:mt which could be amended mor.:J rapidly and easily 

than the fundamental rulns of tho treaty itself. 

17. A definito hurdle so far has been tho selection of the proper international 

organ which should be given the duty of receiving, storing and preferably analysing 

and distributing tbe informatiori 'contained in the reports. For the biological aGents 

and for somo chemical agents th•3 Horld HealLh Organization may seom to be a natural 

choice as it already has the essentir.:>.l technico.l know-how. For some other chemical 

agents, particularly those going through industrial production for civilian uses, it 

is more difficult to indicate a focal point in the international s;y·stem of agencios 

and org~cns. Th.:: J.t'ood and Agricul tur·:J Organization may be ono possibility. In the 

final instance, VThen the prohibition of chc:mical and biological means of warfaro J:1as 

become part and parc0:l of general -and complete disarmament, there 1-Jill of cours" be 

available a specialized disarmament ag,~ncy, the intt:,rnational disarmament organization 

provided for in the general draft truaties of 1962 (ENDC/2/Hev .1, :SNDC/30 c.nd }i.dd.l-;). 

But even before tllo.t there will be ccn obvious need to enlist the co-operation of 

scientists specialized in th<:: various fields concern.;;d, and possibly s.lso their 

international organiz:J.tions. 

penatration. 

Th~t, :::.gain, belongs to t:1.:, questions calling fol~ flli.~ther 
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18. The willingness to report, openly and L~ternationally, on national activities 

related to developE mt end production of cl_ )IllC3.l and biologi~..!al agents seens to us 

to be the indispensable first requirement in a verific~tion system. •. second part 

night be an agre8d conplnints procedure, containing further possibilities of 

obtaining assurances that circunvention vms not t:::.king place. The question if, 

and in vrhat forD, tho.t should in turn be follm,red by a procedure for applying 

so.nctions I sho.ll deal with a little later. 'Thc.t is usually part of a different 

article in sinilar treaties, nc,st often in the form of a right of withdrawal. The 

conplaints procedure, on the other hand, should definitely be part of tho verification 

systen. He have had occasion to LIDplify that view in considerable' -·- and we hope 

constructive - detail in another context, under the lo.bel :;verification by challengen. 

I refer to the 1wrking paper put forHard 1Jy my dele13ation on 1 il.pril 1969 outlining 

possible provisions of a treaty banning tmderground nuclear vreapon tests (ENDC/242). 

19. The United Kingdon draft treaty on biologic.J.l \J.J.rfare (ENDC/255/Rev.l) presents, 

albeit in an abridged forr1, just such a nethod of clarifying suspicious events or 

activiti3s. The procedure suggested in its article III, parag:caph 1, appears to us 

in its general outline to be a v.J.luable one. The United Kingdon draft does not 

provide for queries directly fron one party to another party. That may be based on 

the argunent that the right to raise such queries nlways exists. vJe considered it 

7aluo.ble hovrever - in the different context nentioned -- that there should be 

established an obligation on the other part~r ;;to co-operate in good faith for the 

clarification of all events pertair..ing to J.;Lu subject nc .. tter of /Jhi/ Treaty" 

(ENDC/242. article II). 

20. Hhether it is preferable, as the United Kingdon draft suggests, .instead to 

turn innediately to an interno.tiono.l organ depends, of course, on (a) vJhether such 

an orgo.n is entrusted -vrith a specified function in relation to the treo.ty and (b) 

whether that organ -- or perhaps the Secretary-General of the United Nations -

fl~.l.S at its di~posnl the experts needed for investigating conplaints. i.:nywrxy, even 

• if a shorto::1ed procedure should be prescribed, we -vmuld fo.vour the c01:1plaints being 

lodged -vri th the Secreto.ry-Genero.l rather than directly with the Security Council, 

and the autonatic procedure of investigating cor::plaints being nade applicccble to 

suspected cctses of :-Jreo.ch of the prohibitions on production, stockpiling, etc., 

as to our ninds the prospective treaty should not concentrate on conplaints about 

use of chenico.l and biologico.l weapons. 
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21. It would seem to us preferable that lodging a complaint with the Security 

Council should be treated as a separate possibility, to be utilized at the discretion 

of the complaining party after the results of the investigation by experts had been 

submitted: this in order not to tmke conplaints :ipoli ticaP and perhaps 

incrininating at an early stage and also in order to separate the functions of 

investigation and political 'judgenent. The S\..redish delegation, prina vista, prefers 

a procedure in several stages which grc:~dually, and with increasing seriousness, 

would seek clarification and thereby as far as possible help to reduce tensions 

and avoid denunciations. Again we are reninded how nuch more flexibly, and at ·the 

saRe tli1e adequately, complaints procedures would be hand~ed if we had arrived at 

such a stage of general and conplete clisarnanent that there was an international 

disarninent organization in operation. Be that as it nay, we can see that there 

night be a need for a Security Council function of judging and, in cases warranting 

it, deciding on sanctions. 

22. Other delegations nay vdsh to suggest other methods of verification than the 

ones I have just outlined, particularly if they have in nind other targets for control. 

I have not wanted to exclude any verification methods on which general agreenent 
I 

could be reached, but in this statenent I have concentrated on those elenents of 

a V8rification systen which would seer. to us to be pr:ll.1arily necessary for 

:i.nco:'::'poration in the legal instrunent which is to constitute an agreed ban on 

prod.1.'.ct:Lon, etc~, of chenical and biological weapons. 

23~ Obviously there are available no.ny other nodo.lities for obto.ining security. 

They include aerial surveillance of field testing, infon.1ation ·on training, analysis 

of budgetary provisions, inspection teams, etc. It has ·seened to ny delegation that 

such control methods, vhich are already to sane extent c.pplied by national agencies, 

would with a growing L~provonent in the clinate of trust cone to be voluntarily used 

more anc~ noJ:•e, first bilaterally and then, perhaps, also regionally. ifuile such a 

development should be encouraged it would seen to us premature to prescribe ~J8ediately 

a fully-fledged systes of any of those uethods for conpulsory use by an international 

organ, That uould, inter alia, involve considerable costs in terms of financial 

resources, in ten.1s of experts and in terns of political discomfort. It nay well 

come to pass that as we in the Comi ttee on Disan.mnent continue to study the 

possibilities of verification sone of those nethods nay have proved their diagnostic 
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importance, their practical feasibility and their political acceptability, so that 

they can be included in our general agreene~1t. The nain thin,; at this juncture nust 

be to proceed jointly and in confident co-operation with a relentless search for 

solutions acceptable to all delegations. 

The Conference decided to issue the followim; cODJ;l:pni::me: 

;:The Conference cf the Corn~:i ttee on Disarnanent today hcold its 463rc1 

plenc.ry neeting in the Palais des Nations, Genevo., under the cr.'lirr.lanship 

of H.E. 11nbassador Inre K'or:uves, representative of I·hmc;ary, 
1
;.:,_ statenent ~oras nnde by tho representative of S~oroden. 

"The following clocunent 1.vns circulated: letter elated 30 March 1970 

fron the Secretary-General of the United Hc..tions to tho co-Chairnen of the 

Conference of the Cor.rro.i ttee on Disarnonent tro.nsni tting General .J.ssenbly 

docunent 1~/7967 (CCD/284). 

"The next T:J.eeting of the Conference vJill be held on Tuesday> :1 1,_ icpr::'.l 197G > 

at 10.30 a.n.n 

The neeting rose at 11.10 o...n. 


